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Abstract 
Fantoni and Gerbino (2014) showed that subtle postural shifts 
associated with reaching can have a strong hedonic impact 
and affect the actor's global experience. Using a novel Motor 
Action Mood Induction Procedure (MAMIP), they adapted 
participants to comfortable/uncomfortable visually-guided 
reaches and obtained consistent mood-congruency effects in 
the identification of facial emotions: a face perceived as 
neutral in a baseline condition appeared slightly happy after 
comfortable actions and slightly angry after uncomfortable 
actions. Here, using a detection task, we showed that mood-
congruent effects following MAMIP included sensitivity 
changes, indicating that action affected perception, rather than 
simply biasing participant’s responses. Such results suggest 
that models of perceived facial emotions should include 
action-induced mood as a predictor and support strong links 
between body feelings and valence of the social environment. 
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Introduction 
Despite the growing interest on the role of bodily action in 

the acquisition of object knowledge through the integration 
of information obtained during the perception-action cycle 
(Santos & Hood 2009), little is known about the link 
between action and perception of the affective valence of 
environmental objects. Besides being informative about 
object properties, actions themselves are affective, given 
that the experience of comfort/discomfort is a pervasive 
component of body feelings induced by purposive actions. 
As regards the environment, while affective micro-valences 
are found in various types of everyday objects (Lebrecht, 
Bar, Barrett, & Tarr, 2012), faces of conspecifics are among 
the stimuli with the most extreme affective valences. 

There are good reasons to expect an effect of motor 
actions (in particular, visually-guided reaches) on the 
perception of expressive faces. Expressive faces have been 
used to demonstrate the occurrence of mood dependent 
perception (Bouhuys, Bloem, & Groothuis, 1995). 
Furthermore, the subjective state of comfort/discomfort has 
been found to correlate with mood (Conway 1999) and to 
depend upon the individual reaching mode, with discomfort 
being a direct function of the amount of body movement 
supplementary to arm extension (Mark, Nemeth, Gardner, 
Dainoff, Paasche, et al., 1997). 

Motor Action Mood Induction Procedure 
Recently, Fantoni and Gerbino (2014; Gerbino, Fantoni, 

Nicolini, Volcic, & Domini, 2013) developed a novel 
approach to action-dependent affective valence, by 
implementing the Motor Action Mood Induction Procedure 
(MAMIP). The procedure requires participants to perform a 
series of either comfortable or uncomfortable visually-
guided reaches of targets randomly located at short vs. long 
distances, corresponding to [0.65-0.75] vs. [0.9-1.00] 
ranges, relative to arm length. 

The effectiveness of MAMIP has been tested under the 
assumption that the repeated execution of motor actions 
generates a temporary mood shift consistent with the 
phenomenon of affective adaptation (Wilson & Gilbert, 
2008); i.e., with the progressive reduction of action valence 
paralleling a prolonged induction. Affective adaptation is a 
convenient umbrella expression, including anecdotal 
evidence that the valence of objects and events tends to fade 
away (i.e., tends to become less extreme) during prolonged 
exposure, as a possible consequence of a shift of the internal 
reference level involved in the evaluation of perceived 
objects and events. 

In the domain of motor actions, the repetition of 
comfortable reaches should: (i) induce a better mood in the 
actor; and (ii) make comfortable reaches progressively more 
neutral (because of their reduced discrepancy from the 
internal reference level). Likewise, the repetition of 
uncomfortable reaches should: (i) induce a worse mood in 
the actor; and (ii) make uncomfortable reaches progressively 
more neutral (because of their reduced discrepancy from the 
internal reference level). Temporary mood shifts (i) should 
modify the valence not only of bodily actions (ii) but also of 
external objects; notably, expressive faces. However, the 
direction of the perceptual bias is controversial: depending 
on the theoretical framework, mood could bias the affective 
valence of test faces towards either congruency or 
incongruency. 

Mood-congruent perception has been frequently reported 
in the literature (Bouhuys et al., 1995). Such an effect is 
consistent with the notion of affective priming (Klauer & 
Musch, 2003), given that the observer’s state can be treated 
as an effective affective prime, capable of preactivating 
detectors selectively tuned to face features involved in the 
expression of congruent emotions. A morphed face 
interpolating two expressive faces contains features that 
support (in different proportions, by definition) both 
congruent and incongruent emotions. The selective 
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preactivation of feature detectors by the induced mood 
should lead to biased classification and improved detection 
of the congruent emotion (facilitation-by-congruency 
hypothesis). 

However, mood-incongruent perception has been also 
reported (Isaacowitz, Toner, Goren, & Wilson, 2008). A 
hypothetical mechanism might follow the logic of sensory 
adaptation in a multichannel system, if affective adaptation 
applies not only to endogenous actions but also to 
exogenous stimuli. Adaptation to comfort might reduce the 
actor/observer capability of responding to positive features, 
and make the detection of negative features temporarily 
dominant; and vice versa for adaptation to discomfort 
(affective adaptation hypothesis). 

MAMIP affects the identification of facial emotions  
To test the direction of MAMIP effects Fantoni and 

Gerbino (2014) used an objective task; i.e., facial emotion 
identification. After mood induction, actors/observers 
classified as "happy" vs. "angry" morphed faces displaying 
expressions along the happy-to-angry continuum. Results 
were fully consistent with the facilitation-by-congruency 
hypothesis, as indicated by the shifts of the point of 
subjective neutrality of facial expression: comfortable
actions increased the probability that a neutral face is 
classified as happy (positive emotion); whereas 
uncomfortable actions increased the probability that a 
neutral face is classified as angry (negative emotion).  

Furthermore, Fantoni and Gerbino (2014) found that 
JNDs were smaller when facial emotion identification was 
preceded by reaching, relative to a baseline inaction 
condition. They argued that hyper-arousal from action 
(relative to inaction) improved the sensitivity to subtle 
variations of facial emotions and reduced the degree of 
classification uncertainty (response times were shorter after 
reaching than in the baseline inaction condition). Finally, 
emotion classification was better (lower JNDs and shorter 
response times) after uncomfortable vs. comfortable (high  
vs. low level of motor activation/arousal) reaches. 

MAMIP affects detection of facial emotions  
There are at least two ways of looking at mood-

congruency effects reported by Fantoni and Gerbino (2014): 
(1) Action-induced mood congruency might affect only 
post-perceptual processing, by modifying the response 
criterion and decision thresholds; (2) mood might affect 
valence through a direct top-down modulation of perceptual 
processing. Furthermore, Fantoni and Gerbino (2014) 
provided evidence that only mood congruency had a 
significant effect on the identification of facial emotions, but 
their experimental design could not help evaluating the 
possible role of action valence and arousal (stronger for 
uncomfortable than comfortable actions). 

To decide between such alternatives, in a further series of 
experiments we tested facial emotion detection (not
identification), with stimuli belonging to continua between a 
neutral face and a fully emotional face displaying either 

happiness or anger. To disentangle the independent 
contribution of mood congruency, action valence, and 
arousal, we combined in a full between-subjects design the 
order of reaching sessions (comfortable uncomfortable 
vs. uncomfortable comfortable) and the valence of the 
emotion to be detected (positive vs. negative). After 
adaptation to comfortable/uncomfortable reaches, sensitivity 
(d') was measured at three increasing levels of per cent 
emotion in the morph. 

We had two expectations: 
1) according to the facilitation-by-congruency hypothesis, 
higher d' were expected in congruent than incongruent 
conditions, independent of action valence; i.e., happiness 
detection should be improved after comfortable actions, as 
well as anger detection after uncomfortable actions; 
2) according to the assumption that arousal is higher after 
uncomfortable than comfortable actions, emotion detection 
should be consistent with facilitation-by-congruency
predictions for angry, but not happy, faces. 

Furthermore, we considered two alternative possibilities 
about the MAMIP effect on the absolute threshold (AT= per 
cent emotion value above which d' gets positive), based on 
multiple d' measurements:  
 additive effect, producing different AT values, 

corresponding to constant d’ increments/decrements in 
congruent/incongruent conditions at increasing per cent 
emotion in the morphed target; 

multiplicative effect, producing the same AT value in 
congruent and incongruent conditions, since d’
increments/decrements proportionally increase as per cent 
emotion in the morphed target increases. 

Method, procedure, and apparatus 
MAMIP was implemented following the same procedure 

and using the same Augmented Reality apparatus described 
in Fantoni and Gerbino (2014; details in Gerbino et al., 
2013). Each experimental session included two successive 
blocks, distinguished by reaches of opposite valence, each 
followed by a facial emotion detection task: in every trial 
the actor/observer was shown a face stimulus and chose 
between Y (emotional face) and N (perfectly neutral face) 
responses. Each stimulus varied for the character and morph 
levels. Using the same characters and morphing algorithm in 
Fantoni and Gerbino (2014) we generated two continua for 
each character, interpolating the original neutral face (not
the middle morph between opposite emotional faces) and a 
fully angry (negative emotion) or fully happy (positive 
emotion) face.  

To control for possible effects of learning the temporal 
ordering of action type was manipulated across two 
balanced groups of participants, with one group performing 
50 comfortable reaches (followed by the block of emotion 
detection trials) and then 50 uncomfortable reaches 
(followed by another block of emotion detection trials), and 
vice versa for the other group. 

Participants were pseudorandomly assigned to one of the 
4 conditions resulting from the combination of Action 
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Ordering (comfortable first, uncomfortable first) and 
Emotion (positive, negative).  

An equal-variance signal detection model was used to 
obtain, for every participant, three individual d' values
associated to each level of per cent emotion (using the 
proportion of Y responses in 0 per cent emotion trials as the 
common false alarm rate) and to extrapolate the AT value at 
zero sensitivity. 

Results 
Results were fully consistent with an additive (not 

multiplicative) mood congruency effect and inconsistent 
with predictions based on action-induced arousal and/or 
action valence. Happiness detection increased linearly as a 
function of per cent increment in the morph, and with a 
constant d’ increment in congruent over incongruent 
conditions. Similar results were obtained on anger detection, 
in which per cent emotion and mood congruency were the 
only significant main effects; other effects were not 
statistically significant.  

As regards emotion thresholds, the analysis of individual 
AT values revealed a significant interaction between 
Congruency and Emotion, due to a larger mood congruency 
effect for the detection of anger than happiness.  

Conclusions 
The present study supports the hypothesis that the 

comfort/discomfort of visually guided reaching directly 
affects the perception of facial emotions in the direction of 
mood congruency. The mood induced by motor action 
accounts for threshold elevation in the incongruent condition 
of an emotion detection task. Neither arousal by motor 
activation nor action valence (comfort/discomfort per se)
can account for such effects. The present experiment 
complements the study by Fantoni and Gerbino (2014) and 
provides further evidence that mood congruency mediates 
the effects of motor action on perceived facial emotions, 
further showing the potential of MAMIP as an innovative 
and effective tool for the investigation of embodied 
cognition. 
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